MPH Year and Career Seminar Series – Spring 2014

Our series of evening seminars continues this spring. Recall that the five in the fall semester served as opportunities for HC&P directors and faculty to answer questions about the program, as well as to assist students in getting an early start thinking about their master’s paper and practicum and moving ahead on these requirements. Those five sessions were designed help students to complete the MPH program in a timely manner.

The five sessions in the spring semester focus more on career development, although there are still some topics pertinent to the master’s paper.

Attendance is expected at all sessions, but we understand that conflicts or emergencies sometimes arise. If you know you must miss a session, please notify us ahead of time if possible, explaining why you will miss the session.

Remember that you earn one credit hour for attending this year-long seminar series, to be given in the spring under PUBH 749.

MPH Year and Career Seminar Schedule
Spring 2014
Location 2301 McGavran -Greenberg
5:00-6:30 pm

The five evening seminars for spring will meet on **Wednesday evenings from 5:00 to 6:30 p.m.**:

**January 15**: Literature searching & Refworks, followed by brief discussion of the comprehensive exam

**February 5**: Tale of a Country Doc (or how Anthony V ended up in academics)

**March 5**: Excellent Writing, Excellent Professionalism, and Effective Oral Presentations (plus sign-ups for April 23)

**April 9**: Population Sciences Careers – Maximizing Your MD-MPH Skills

**April 23**: Oral presentations from 5 to 6 students